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      adventure and destination wedding planning guide + TIMELINE CHECKLIST! I I HELLO ADVENTUROUS COUPLE! Your wedding is going to be AMAZING. I know it. Based solely on the fact that this guidebook found you, I know that you are a bride with a unique wedding vision and a one of a kind love story to tell. With all of my heart I want you to dream big. You deserve love, you deserve adventure, you deserve epic travels, and above all, you deserve the wedding of your dreams. I know that when you first start out on this wedding planning journey, the adrenaline and WELCOME excitement of planning your big day can quickly give way to insane amounts of stress and worry and doubt. The struggles are real.. too many vendor options online, dealing with Pinterest overwhelm, battling comparison on social media, making the most of your budget.. I get you girl! 2 That is why it is so very important to have clarity and a clear vision on your desires, priorities and needs BEFORE you dive too deeply into the planning aspects of your wedding. Checklists and planners are your best friends right now, trust me! As a wedding photographer who works closely with my clients on the visual details of their weddings, I can attest to the visual magic that unfolds during a well-planned wedding that artfully and thoughtfully employs meaningful details throughout the day. And despite what the wedding magazines try to sell you, you DO NOT necessarily have to spend an arm and a leg and a firstborn to produce a unique and high-end adventure themed event that photographs well. When you zero in on what you truly want and care for, and when you focus on actionable ways to bring that into your wedding in a way that works with your time, budget and circumstances, the results are simply awesome. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE hello adventurous couple! I I HELLO ADVENTUROUS COUPLE! Adventure and destination weddings have been growing in popularity over the years, and as a nature loving couple that fell in love in our hiking boots, we must admit we’re lo- ving this trend! Every wedding is a special event, but these weddings are a unique adventure involving travel, getting out into nature, being active, and finding the most breathtaking scenery to share your vows in a way that is totally reflective of your style. The possibilities are only li- WELCOME mited to your adventurous imagination! And believe it or not, but an adventure destination wedding can even save you money in some instances: If you live in a pricey area like Los Angeles or New York City, your wedding dollars won’t take you as far as they will in some places like Mexico or Ja- 3 maica or Yosemite (yes, that includes airfare and hotel!). Still, as with any big life event, there is a bit of planning required to ensure your special day goes off without a hitch. Here’s a complete guide to everything you need to know about planning an adventure destination wedding, from choosing your attire to hi- ring vendors to deciding how to involve your loved ones. Keep your wedding plans on target by sticking to a schedule. Read this list all the way through to get a good idea of how the entire process will progress. The earlier you can tackle each task, the smoother your wedding planning will go! We know you’ve got this, and we are here to help you along, every step of the way! Let’s go!! <3 ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE hello adventurous couple! GETTING STARTED 10+ months DO YOUR RESEARCH 4 Congratulations on your engagement! We are so excited to help you through this wedding planning journey and provide all the tips, tools, and resources you will need to help you plan the wedding of your dreams! ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE getting started UPDATE YOUR TRANSPORTATION PRO- choose? There are a couple of approaches VIDERS. you can take to make your decision, and the method you use will be as unique as your Fax a schedule and address for both pickups marriage! You can: at the airport on the wedding day and other weekend events. CHOOSE A PLACE THAT IS MEANINGFUL. Although it’s not the most fun, planning trans- This could where your partner proposed, portation to and from your resort is incredibly your first vacation destination location that’s important. You don’t want to be stranded in been on your bucket list for years. a foreign destination with no ride. Don’t as- sume Uber works everywhere! Instead, ar- CHOOSE A PLACE THAT TAKES range transportation logistics through your YOUR BREATH AWAY. travel agent or with the hotel directly to avoid There is absolutely nothing wrong with 5 stress and confusion. This is the best way to picking a location just because it’s pretty. We stay safe and relaxed! promise you that saying “I do” at this location guarantees that it will become a meaningful PUT TOGETHER AN EMERGENCY WED- location to the two of you. DING DAY TROUBLESHOOTING KIT. CHOOSE BASED ON YOUR Include any and every item you can dream FAVORITE ACTIVITIES. up that might serve to divert disaster on your Take a brief inventory of the outdoor sports wedding day. As a wedding photographer, and activities you enjoy as a couple and go I personally travel with one monster of an from there. Love hiking? Snowshoeing? emergency kit to every event I attend, and it Swimming? Find a location that requires you never ceases to amaze me how ill prepared to strap on your boots, jump in some water people (and even wedding vendors, like we- or trek through snow to your vow exchan- dding planners!) can sometimes be. It is an ge spot. Whatever is relevant to you is what extremely rare event if I shoot a wedding that matters. The possibilities are endless! ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING PLANNING getting started Choose a specific location region. weather! If you have your heart set on an ear- Beyond making sure you’ll have nice wea- ly spring wedding with wildflowers, but early ther, you’ll want to check things like peak sea- Okay, so we have narrowed it down to a loca- spring looks like a winter wonderland on your sons and local holidays in the location you’ve tion TYPE, now we need to narrow down by chosen mountaintop, make your plans accor- chosen. If you’re going to a remote location, location REGION. This is where Google and dingly (for instance, moving your date to the crowds might not be much of a concern, but Pinterest becomes a soon-to-be bride and summer for that fresh spring look, or finding local holidays — especially in smaller towns grooms best friend (if it wasn’t already!).. go another location with more temperate sprin- or villages — could make it harder to find ac- digging for “Mountaintop Weddings”, “Snowy gs). Overall, you should choose a date in whi- commodations, food, and so on. If you’re Forest Weddings”, “Rainforest Weddings”, ch you feel comfortable outside! Likewise, if going to a place that’s guaranteed to have lots “Dessert Weddings”, “Waterfall Weddings”, or you love the idea of a desert adventure we- of adventure-loving tourists, we recommend whatever it is that ignited that spark of adven- dding but don’t want to break a sweat, choo- looking into a date in the shoulder season so ture in the two of you. Let your imaginations you’ll have a better chance of securing the lo- go WILD! When you find a location that makes cation — and all the tourist-free photos that your heart sing, jot it down. You should have a you want. For instance, the National Parks see 6 MASSIVE list of potential locations by the time more than 330 million visitors annually, and you are done. while the beauty of the park system is that they are for everyone, you don’t necessarily ‘This is where you will want to take some time want to invite all of those people to your we- to do your research and really consider the dding! possibilities and potential downsides to each locale, including cost (to both you and your se a fall or winter date when temperatures are Decide if you want to schedule any guests) to travel to your location, to stay in cooler. When doing your research on seasons scouting trips. your location and to obtain all relevant fees in specific regions, be sure to look at avera- and permits. ge temperatures, rainfall averages, and so on. If your chosen location is one that you have Sites like While you can’t guarantee the wea- never visited, consider a romantic getaway to Choose the season and date. ther on your wedding day, you’ll have a bet- check it out… the sooner the better! Be sure ter chance of getting ideal weather if you plan to plan this visit into your budget and start ga- Because you’ll likely be out in nature, perhaps ahead! Also be sure to research the crowd le- thering information on what, and where, you no single issue comes into play as much as the vels and best times to visit. want to scout. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE getting started Pick your time of day. standpoint, timing the lighting is the single most important element to capturing epic and Time of year isn’t the only thing that impacts stunning outdoor wedding images. And finally, by their very nature, the crowds, you also need to investigate time be sure to check in with key family members adventure and destination of day. Timing is also importiont for your wed- and close friends before finalizing any single weddings are more ding photos. Timing your wedding in regards date – you want to make sure all of the impor- to sunrise and sunset impacts the overall ligh- tant people in your life can be there! spontaneous and carefree ting for your vows. From a photography than traditional weddings. Choose an exact location for the vow exchange. biotic soil. Do your research and if possible, visit the location in person beforehand to scout By their very nature, adventure and destina- out locations. Just always, always, always have tion weddings are more spontaneous and a back up plan (or two, or three!). carefree than traditional weddings, but that 7 doesn’t mean you should leave everything up Research permit and fee to fate. We highly recommend having at least requirements for your location. one spot for your vow exchange scoped out so that you and your photographer know what Many destinations – even those in remote lo- to expect and how to map out the most epic cations! – require permissions, permits or fees images to record your day. Even better, have to access them, and in some cases will car- two or three spots picked ahead of time so ry an additional fee if you plan to photogra- you can make a day-of decision in case your ph in them. For instance, if you’re planning to first choice doesn’t work out. get married in a U.S. National Park, you’ll need to get a permit and pay a fee many weeks or Many places that look great for photos – and even months prior to your wedding day, and that you may have seen on Pinterest! – are the permit fees varies not only by wedding not actually accessible. Many locations do not party size and how many cars you plan to park, allow you to walk through established mea- but even by how many cameras you plan to dows, on the tundra, or on protected crypto- have following you on your wedding day! You getting started Confirm local marriage license requirements. remony region. If you have picked a truly isolated or restrictive location, then you may need to consider widening your search for In addition to location requirements, make sure you understand the mar- nearby reception venues that can meet your post-ceremony needs. riage requirements of your locale and any legal hoops you may need to Keep in mind that the reception venues that do exist near parks and jump through to become legally wed. Some locations may require a scenic landmarks might be fairly restrictive on what you can bring in waiting period between requesting a marriage license and then actually as far as outside wedding vendors, which will all impact your choices obtaining it. Consider getting legally wed in a civic ceremony at home for accommodations and food. Planning ahead is an absolute must if prior to the wedding to streamline and simplify your adven- you want yourself or your wedding guests to eat and sleep ture into matrimony. during your wedding celebration. Namet aut aut Think about your honeymoon. quati audit et as Decide on your guest list. apernat ureium Will you marry and honeymoon in the same spot? Your likely Chances are, if you’re having an adventure or destination answer will be yes, since that is part of the beauty and cost-sa- que alit endel mo wedding, you won’t be inviting many guests. In fact, that’s 8 ving benefits of adventure destination weddings! Determine voluptae nonsero one of the best parts of an adventure wedding! You get to now if you will be widening your travels for your honeymoon tem sunt eatem focus on just the two of you and doing exactly what YOU after the big day, or keeping it central to the location of your want to do, exactly the way YOU want to do it. But, if you’re wedding for the duration of your stay, as this will impact your ab is same quiae looking for a way to have your nearest and dearest with plans and your overall costs. dolene cones you without taking away from the intimate feel, simply give dolupta each guest a role. Choose accommodations for yourself and your guests. Ask your best friend to be your officiant, your sister to be your hair and makeup stylist, or your mom to be your coordinator for the day. This Some of the necessities of an outdoor, adventure and / or destination way, you can have the people you love around you without needing wedding are no different than any other traditional wedding venue, in- to also make space (and a budget!) for some of the minor vendors cluding figuring out where everyone is going to sleep, and finding a way that traditional church weddings generally employ. And as early as to feed them. First, you must understand any rules and restrictions for possible in the planning process, begin to collect proper names and the ceremony location you’ve chosen. Then you can figure out how to mailing addresses (both snail mail and e-mail) for all parties on your feed and house your guests, and if that would be possible within the ce- wedding guest list. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE getting started I I Choose the perfect wedding photographers to document the day. Because you won’t be spending as much money on decor, food, or a venue as a traditional wedding, we highly recommend spending some of that money you’re saving on an adventure destination wedding photographer (we aren’t just saying this because WE are adventure destination wedding photographers – we promise!). You’re embarking on one of the most epic adventures of your life, and we guarantee you won’t regret being able to relive that day with gorgeous and candid photographs that bring back every sound, every smell, every emotion and every touch with just a glance. When researching photographers, make sure to read their website, look at galleries, and read client reviews. This will help you select a team that not only matches your aesthetic but has experience shooting the kind of wedding adventure you have in mind. Why is finding a photographer with outdoor, adventure and destination wedding experience important? They will know what to be prepared for, they can offer planning tips and ideas, and they will know how to get those swoon-worthy shots you want. We also recommend, from experience, that you strongly consider hiring a photography team that specializes in weddings and that are not local to 9 JUST the area you are getting married. A firsthand example from our own wedding: We chose a destination location in New Orleans and we hired a photographer from New Orleans. While we chose the city for the wrought iron, Spanish moss draped magnolia trees, rusty lamp posts, cobbles- tones and the nearby muddy Mississippi, our photographer just didn’t SEE these things.. they were mundane details of her daily life. All the micro details that determined our choice in getting married in that location were just pavement, fixtures and normal landscape to her, and completely unworthy of photographic attention. Had we spent the same amount of money on a wedding photographer from outside of the area with an empha- sis on destination weddings, our wedding images would have looked and felt much more in line with our wedding theme and our vision. There is something truly magical that happens when you have a photography team that is as excited, amazed and fresh-eyed as you are on the day you capture your epic imagery. It’s electric! The joy of new discoveries, new adventures and boundless romance with no walls is contagious and of- ten couples and photographers feed off of each other in the exciting moments of the wedding day. And that is something you just can’t replicate with someone who is shooting their 100th wedding in the exact same location, in likely the exact same way. So keeping these things in mind, grab a glass of wine and start exploring! We recommend that you start your search at our website, Gingi Freeman Photography. Those guys are AWESOME! ;-) (And as we mentioned before, you can always call us for a free wedding day consultation and free personalized wedding day timeline!) ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE getting started START MAKING DECISIONS While it’s super fun to flip through bridal magazines and browse Pinterest in search of new ideas, there comes a certain point when you have to say, “I do” and commit ! 8-10 months Research wedding coordinators. A planner or travel agent who specializes in your destination may have preferred access 10 to flights, accommodations, or activities. Weigh the pros and cons of a coordinator clo- se to home (which allows for face to face mee- tings), and location based coordinators, who can go in person to scout out locations and details for you, and take you on virtual tours through video and Skype. Also consider that wedding planners experienced with your des- tination know all the ins and outs of securing permits to get married on a particular beach, the rules of having a bonfire, and how to go about getting permission for a ceremony at a history landmark like a fort or a lighthouse. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE start making decisions Begin selecting your vendors. portraits. If you’re worried about damaging or Invite your attendants. dirtying your dress, though, you could also go Determine what services you will need for with a less-expensive option. Choose your bridesmaids and groomsmen, if your chosen location. Who will you find locally you choose to have any. Be clear about your and who will you fly in? Will you need / want For grooms, that might mean opting for a li- expectations regarding travel – who pays? a travel agent? A wedding planner? A caterer? ght-weight suit rather than a tuxedo, or even a How long do you expect them to be in the Entertainment? Videographer? These details more casual ensemble, so you can move ea- area? Be sensitive to the expense and time in- will all vary drastically, depending on how ela- sier throughout the day. The key to a perfect volved. A week long destination wedding may borate and / or remote your chosen destina- adventure wedding look, whether you’re a bri- not fit into everyone’s schedule or budget, tion. Start sketching out your dream creative de or groom, is your shoes. and travel can be hard on some elderly gues- team and scheduling interviews with poten- ts, do be prepared for a pared-down list when tial vendors now – the best ones book up far Choose shoes that are sturdy and slip-resis- the RSVPs come in. And keep in mind that a in advance! tant — and bonus if they are waterproof! But, larger “can’t make it” pile might actually be a again, you don’t have to sacrifice fashion for blessing in disguise if you’re trying to control a 11 Plan your adventure-ready look. function. You can always trek in hiking boots ballooning budget, too. with your dressy shoes strapped to a backpa- When it comes to wedding day attire for an ck, which makes for some awesome photos. Create your wedding website. adventure and destination wedding, com- fort is key! That being said, we don’t think you Lastly, think about the elements you might The primary purpose of a wedding websi- should give up your personal style — or your need protection from and buy accessories te is to give guests a central hub where they dream wedding outfit — entirely. Some sim- that complement your look. The most obvious can find information about your big day – this ple modifications could be all you really need ones are a coat, scarf, gloves, and hat for win- is super important when planning and invol- to create a unique and truly adventure-ready try weddings. You might also need a light ja- ving others in a destination or adventure wed- look. cket or sunglasses for a summer wedding, or ding! Queries about the location, dress code, a change of shoes if you want to go from wa- registry, travel plans, even your social media For brides, that might mean choosing a wed- ding in a river to hiking up a mountain. It’s best hashtag can all be found on the average wed- ding dress without a train or adding a bustle to plan your accessories as you’re choosing ding website. Your site can also serve as a ne- so you can tie it up as you walk to your loca- your wedding day look so that you can coor- tworking tool for guests, and allow you to post tion and let it down for the vow exchange and dinate everything. important notifications regarding the event. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE start making decisions focus on fun 6-8 Months Send out save the dates. The basic rule of thumb for traditional weddin- gs is to send save the dates 6 months befo- re the wedding. But for a destination wedding, it is customary to mail save the dates 8 to 12 months in advance. Your guests need to start making travel arrangements as early as pos- sible! And remember, once your save-the-da- tes are in the mail, there’s no turning back. So 12 only send them to those guests you definite- mooners, travel pros say there are a few sly delight you. Also, be strategic in your sear- ly want to attend. (Even the ones you’ve re- ways to wiggle your way into complimentary ch for the best rates for airfare. Tuesdays are ceived verbal confirmations from, like your upgrades, drinks and more. As with most any- typically a good day for snagging airline travel bridesmaids and family members.) thing in life, if you don’t ask, you won’t receive. deals, so aim to do your searches then. Actively tell everyone in the booking process Book your wedding travel. that you are heading to your wedding and ho- Register for gifts. neymoon. It’s a good idea to plan to arrive in your loca- Choose where you would like to register for tion at least two days prior to the wedding to Be proactive by calling customer service di- gifts, and then get to wish-listing! While you make final arrangements, and even earlier rectly and asking if there are any upgrades can absolutely register at smaller stores, it’s than that for some leisure down time if your possible to help get your wedding off to a best to register with at least one larger retai- schedule allows! While booking your travel, magical start. They will often be empathe- ler like Amazon. Be sure to add a wide range be sure to ask about any perks or upgrades tic – and maybe genuinely excited! – to hear of gift options at varying price points and feel available for newlyweds! Though few airlines about your once-in-a-lifetime celebration and free to update your registry throughout your outwardly advertise what they offer to honey- do what they can to upgrade or surprise and entire wedding planning journey. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE focus on fun Book your florist or make seasonal elements (fruit and berries). These DIY plans. unique items conjure expressive, wild arran- gements, evocative of both time and place If you choose to hire a local florist, get the and can really set the tone of your ceremony conversation started with photos of the look and portraits in images. you want for your ceremony and reception. 13 Tell your florist where your wedding will take Order your gown. place, what you’re wearing, and any other de- TRAVELING WITH YOUR GOWN tails you’ll be including in your day so they can Whether you’ve been dreaming of your we- pick flowers to complement it all. Keep it sim- dding dress since you were 5 and know the If you’re flying to your wedding ple and ask your florist to use native plants so exact specifications you want for it down to the destination, look into airline your bouquet matches the natural landscape. last sequin, or you’ve never thought about it regulations beforehand. You don’t until now, it’s approaching decision time! Many want to fall in love with a ball gown If you plan to make your own floral pieces for gowns take four to eight months to be produ- style dress, only to have it exceed your wedding, consider foraging for the ele- ced if you are choosing a gown made to or- airport size specifications come ments of your bouquet (be sure to doub- der, and once it arrives, you still have to factor travel time. Also, keep in mind that le check for any relevant permits required for in more time for alterations and accessorizing. certain fabric travel better than harvesting florals!). Whether you are using a Also keep hidden and unexpected expenses others, and research the best way florist or going the DIY route, consider using factored into your overall gown budget – the- to travel with yours. local outside-the-box elements such as na- re is tailoring, accessories and cleaning and tive greens, grasses and vines or local and preserving the gown after the wedding. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE focus on fun Finalize your honeymoon details. Next, lock in your lodging. Hotel? Airbnb? them to perform the ceremony in the first Glamping? Just like the tips on airfare, don’t place. Gone are the days of a wedding officiant Arrange any additional flights, hotels, and hesitate to call or email the hotel to tell them being from the clergy and the clergy alone car rentals for your honeymoon. Brides and you’re on your honeymoon. Hotel properties (with all the requisite training). Couples now grooms often leave honeymoon planning love to spoil their guests and give them rea- have more options. If the church is not an in- to the last minute if the honeymoon is in the sons to talk about what a great stay they had, tegral part of your lives, you can opt instead to same general location as the ceremony and and hopefully come back again! You never choose an honored friend, family member, or reception, but your after wedding plans requi- know, you might find a bottle of champagne in community figure to officiate your ceremony. re and deserve it’s own separate planning and your room the next day or some special tou- consideration. ches that you wouldn’t otherwise get! Remember that there are no official etiquette classes in online ordination programs, so be Leaving these plans to the last second will sure to clearly communicate your needs and only make your trip more expensive and also desires to make sure your big day runs smoo- compromise on your experience. Start your leaving travel plans to the thly. Plan some time in to sit down, and with 14 honeymoon planning as early as you start last second will only make his or her assistance, start planning your ce- your wedding planning. your trip more expensive remony flow and contents. Go over personal vows, traditional ceremony rituals, expected and also compromise your If it’s within your budget, this is a good time attire and any other details relevant to your to contact a travel agency that can help you experience. plan early! planning. spread out the costs over a few months, whi- ch will reduce the financial and scheduling Choose an officiant and begin Get official if you must. stress. working on details for your ceremony. If a marriage license in your chosen wedding Once your destination is set in stone, you can destination is too difficult to obtain or would start shopping excursions and experiences to In this era of internet certified officiants, it’s es- not be legally recognized by your state, and find the most competitive pricing available. pecially important to have an open and ho- you want to be legally married before the ce- The closer you get to your departure date, the nest conversation with your chosen wedding remony, plan it now. You will need to contact more likely it is you’ll pay a premium for ho- officiant about what you want from them, what your local government agencies for informa- neymoon experiences and activities. their responsibilities are, and why you asked tion on requirements and fees. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE focus on fun F I N A L I Z E D E TA I L S 3-6 MONTHS This is that magic time in wedding planning land, where the wedding seems SO far away, but blink and it will be here before you know it! Order the bridesmaid dresses. 15 Start on this task with your girls early! Between coordinating shopping trips, finding the dresses, scheduling alterations, and actually ordering / se- lecting the dresses, shoes and jewelry, this is a task that can take a surprisingly long time to check off your to do list. Whether your bridesmaids are buying designer or off-the-rack, or even renting their dresses, you should set and stick to a timeline to ensure no one is scrambling at the last minute. For a designer gown, it will take two to three months for the order to arrive, and then another four to six weeks for any alterations, so six months is an ideal time frame. Because off-the-rack dresses may sell out quicker, as soon as you find a style you love, you should have your attendants purchase it. Renting a gown can take at least two weeks to receive, so again, make sure they plan accordingly. Above all, give your girls an aggressive deadline by which to place their orders. Plan the groom and groomsmen attire. Let your groomsmen know what they’ll be wearing, and do your best to match the attire to your chosen location. If you’re renting tuxes or suits, it’s best to do it from home. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE Finalize details 3-6 months Find your cake provider. Pick out your invitations. Shop for your wedding rings. Recently there has been a growing no-cake There’s nothing traditional about a destination If you are looking to deviate from the trend for non-traditional weddings, but the wedding, and invitations are your first oppor- traditional gold and diamond combination, wedding dessert of choice decision is com- tunity to set the tone for what’s to come! So take a moment to research your chosen pletely up to you! There really is no correct let your imagination soar when incorporating destination and look into which precious me- answer, or the right thing to do, it just depends colors, textures and paper mediums into your tals and gemstones are naturally sourced on what YOU want. The fact that you are ha- invitations. You want your guests to open the from that area. You can also look for local ar- ving a destination wedding doesn’t change envelope and say, “Wow! I have to go book tists and jewelry crafters to commission a ring anything at all except you have more free- my trip now, or I’m going to miss out on some- that is forged in the birthplace of your marria- dom to get creative with your food and des- thing really special!” ge (how romantic does THAT sound?!) Also, sert choices! don’t overlook websites like Etsy, which are Also, now is a good time to track down a calli- starting to sport some quality and boutique You also need to be a bit more organized and grapher, and start the process of collecting style custom rings. You’ll need to order them 16 make sure that whatever idea comes up in the final, formal address list in order. at least four months in advance if your rings your head, you discuss it with your wedding are customized. planner and vendors, so that they understand Get your papers in order. exactly what you have in mind. Make sure your passport is current if you’re If you do decide to forego the traditional cake, traveling outside the United States, and get know that some couples are serving cupcakes the documents in order now so you don’t run instead of one big cake, while others love the into rush fees (or run out of time completely!). idea of having a table set with a vast variety of For brides getting legally married locally cake pops, an assortment of local desserts or before their destination wedding, be aware a miniature cake island. To start your search, that your passport and driver’s license have to check with your lodging vendors first. Many match exactly. So, if you don’t have time to regional hotels will have talented pastry che- order a new passport, you may need to hold fs on staff, while local artisans can usually be off on changing your name legally until you found in beautiful locations. return. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE Finalize details 3-6 months LITTLE DETAILS It’s time to iron out all of those little details! It’s almost time for your grand 2-4 MONTHS adventure! Mail your invitations. While 6 to 8 weeks before the big day is traditionally re- commended for most weddings, we recommend get- 17 ting your destination wedding invitations out earlier for your guest’s convenience. An early invitation serves as a good reminder for your guests to organize travel arran- gements. It also gives people extra time to make a deci- sion about whether or not they’ll be able to attend, which brings us to our next point.. Ask for early RSVPs! A desti- nation wedding is a big commitment, not to mention an extra expense for everyone involved. Plan to include an early deadline for RSVPs in your destination wedding in- vitations, to avoid the headache of last-minute changes. Rather than asking for guests to RSVP 2 to 3 weeks befo- re the wedding, aim for 4 to 6 weeks. This will allow you extra time to contact non-responders and finalize your seating chart and catering long-distance. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE Little details Research hairstyles and book someone local. If hiring local, set up a phone your hair and makeup artist. call to ensure you communicate well, espe- For truly memorable favors, cially if you aren’t fluid in each other’s langua- choose items that are Be sure to keep the climate and likely wea- ge, and try to squeeze in as many tryouts as ther of your wedding location in mind when you can during trips for site visits. related to your wedding’s planning your wedding day look. For instan- location, especially locally ce, a humid locale can wreak havoc on a very You need to determine if the personalities sourceD items! voluminous look, something you might not are ones you want in your space on your bi- realize during a trial done inside with the AC ggest day. You can also consider the unique For truly memorable favors, choose items on. Decide if you are going to fly your hair and (but still helpful) option of a trial via FaceTime. that are related to your wedding’s location, makeup artists out to your wedding, or find Send photos via video chat so the artist can whether they were made there, represent the familiarize herself with your hair, face, nails, destination’s culture or scenery, or help ce- etc., and then ask her to do a trial on a mo- lebrants enjoy the locale while in town. That del with similar skin tone or hair texture to re- might mean handcrafted Mexican blankets, 18 -create the looks you want. potted cacti for a desert wedding, or sunglas- ses for a beachside event. Make or buy your favors, welcome bags and gifts. When it comes time to pick out gifts for pa- rents, guests of honor, bridesmaids and Wedding welcome bags and favors are a groomsmen, we strongly suggest allow time great way to show your appreciation to tho- to get these gifts personalized – it makes se who have traveled the distance and spent them more meaningful. a considerable amount of cash to attend your big day. Destination and adventure weddin- But whatever you do, be sure to incorpora- gs are like mini vacations for traveling guests, te the theme of your wedding – beach, ski, and don’t the best vacations involve souve- a specific color, local items, etc. – into your nirs? Thematic, standout thank-you gifts are a favors and welcome bags! Make any online great way to show your gratitude and assist in purchases far enough in advance to avoid making their trip a truly memorable one. rush shipping. YOUR DIGITAL MAGAZINE TITLE Little details Create a reception rundown. after brunch, and so on. This is a good time bration or “getting to know you” session, es- to pull in a local travel agent, who will know pecially if you offer to feed them, pay their Determine who will be toasting, which dances the area and may be able to score you some entrance into the event or venue, or otherwi- you’ll do, and when you’ll cut the cake. This group discounts. se host them. part of the planning is great time to pull your wedding planner, wedding photographer and Again, keep your location in mind and do your Just be sure you make your invitation and ex- even your officiant into to the mix. best to make sure it resonates with your cere- pectations crystal clear. If you are hoping for mony location, so your overall weekend main- photos in exchange for a catered dinner and Each part of your creative team will have insi- tains a cohesive theme from start to finish. Be moonlit riverboat ride with the family, let them ghtful and expert advice and opinions on how know that the invitation is contingent upon to enhance and expand on any of your dream them providing photos. wedding details – whether that is advice on each part of your creative the time of day, the location, the flow, or the team will have insightful As a wedding photographer for going on a de- 19 nitty gritty logistics of each wedding tradition and expert advice on how cade now, I know I have never turned down an you decide to throw into the mix. invitation to a pre-wedding shenanigan and to enhance and expand your the same seems to hold true when it comes to Take the time to talk to friends and family and wedding details. my conversations with my colleagues. Just be see if there are any family or cultural traditions sure that you cover all expenses, make sure you would like to incorporate, and do a bit of sure to ask guests to RSVP for any activities your photographer is allowed to kick back and peeking around the area you plan to wed, to beyond the wedding, such as group excur- have a great time, and if they go above and see if there are any local customs and tradi- sions or games. beyond giving you extra photographic cove- tions you would like to honor or incorporate. rage, consider giving them a tip. If all else fails, take to Pinterest for inspiration! Here’s a fun little wedding planning / budge- ting hack: Invite your wedding photographers Finalize the head count. Arrange special events during to any events you may want photographed your wedding weekend. surrounding the wedding! Your photographer If you still haven’t received a few RSVPs, it’s will already be in the area to scout out the ter- time to make phone calls to your tardy guests. Put the finishing touches on the rehearsal din- rain (or should be anyway!) and most likely will Don’t feel like you are bugging people, de- ner, wedding party luncheons, the morning not turn down an invitation for an early cele- mands answers is totally your job! ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE Little details TIME TO GET BUSY! 20 3-6 weeks Start getting strate- gic with your time now, because you are no longer counting your wedding date by months, you are in the WEEKS now! Time to get focused! ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE time to get busy! I I Send a pre-wedding information packet to guests. While not required by any means, you will save your guests and yourselves lots of stress by sending out physical pre-wedding information packe- ts that include final details on all additional activities. Your packet can contained luggage tags, a MP3 player full of local music, a packing list, and a brochure about the location and the wedding week. Also include phone numbers for key players in your wedding party, location maps and anything else relevant that your guests might otherwise be calling, e-mailing and pestering you about when you are trying to focus on planning, or relaxing! Finalize your ceremony. Finish writing your vows, choose final readings and music, and start coordinating your program. Organize any religious articles you may need for your ceremony, such as a chalice from which to drink or a glass to break. And just because you’re having an adventure or destination wedding doesn’t mean you can’t add some personal touches and traditional wedding flair! Some other elements you could incorporate into your wedding ceremony that photograph particularly well include: An antique or meaningful rug to stand on for your vow exchange, custom vow books, a pretty or custom ring box, and even a bottle of champagne for a post - “I do” toast. Let your imagination guide you! 21 Make a list of all the little details you need to attend to. Get prescriptions refilled. Buy attendant gifts. Shop for your honeymoon attire. Any and every little thing that pops up as a “to do” between now and the wedding? Write it down. NOW. I find in insanely helpful to make a list on your Google or Amazon Alexa device and call it out to be added to your list the moment it flashes across your mind. Get organized daily and keep on top of those to dos – attending to the tasks in a timely manner is what makes this stage of wedding planning fun, or a stressful chore. Make hair and beauty appointments. Any hair treatments (cut and color) should be scheduled no less than ten days before your event. The week before you fly, book a conditioning treat- ment with a trim and blow-dry. This will focus on tidying up dry and wispy ends in your style that can become a frizz magnet. Also, make sure your color is refreshed at least seven to 10 days before you leave. It’s best not to try a new cut or color right before your big day. To look as glam as pos- sible in your photos, we also recommend getting an exfoliating facial two weeks before the wedding date to allow acne and blemishes to surface and disappear. And if you have a skin condition or use specialty makeup, be sure to pack that as well. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE time to get busy! Confirm all travel reservations. Finalize the photography Ship any wedding gear ahead, if needed. schedule and game plan. Ask key guests (parents, wedding party) for Be sure your hotel concierge or wedding their travel plans, and have them gathered to- Meet with your wedding photographer and go planner knows when your boxes are slated gether and on hand, in writing. over all of the wedding plans step by step. Ei- to arrive. ther craft with your photographer or provide a Make sure you have all contact and emergen- detailed timeline for creative shots, and type Print your program and timeline and any cy contact numbers sorted for each guest be- up a schedule for any formal family portraits other relevant papers. fore you leave home. It’s a wise idea to have a you want so the photographer doesn’t miss guesstimate or exact arrival time for each per- a shot. If possible, get your photographers ti- Do this before leaving home, don’t rely on son so you know when you should expect to meline and game plan in writing so everyone electronic access to your list at your chosen see them or have them check in. is on the same page! destination. Call hotels where you’ve reserved rooms and 22 Confirm final vendor meetings and they can give you a final count on how many reservations. guests have booked, and you can release any unreserved rooms. Contact all vendors you need to meet with once you arrive, and call the location mana- Organize your team. ger to make sure they’ll have access to the site when they need it. Determine any wedding day assignments for members of the wedding party, and call or Get cash in hand before you travel. e-mail them with the information. Don’t rely on ATMs once you arrive – they Now is also a good time to update your we- may limit you to daily withdrawals of just a dding website and make sure all the final de- few hundred dollars. Also be aware that tails are up and accurate, as guests will be things like exchanging currency can be a checking the site in the days before their really difficult thing to do when you arrive. departure. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE time to get busy! GET READY TO GO 1 w e e k away Pack your bags! One week seems extreme, but you won’t for- 23 get anything if you start early! Pack for your wedding trip and, if possible, pack a separate bag for your honeymoon. If you find that you have a high volume of items to bring for the ceremony or reception, ask family and we- dding party members to pack some items in their carry-on luggage. Double check all your important documents and put them in a sturdy container like a leather portfolio, then pack them in your carry-on luggage. Also keep valuables such as rings, jewelry and medications on your person while traveling. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE get ready to go UPDATE YOUR TRANSPORTATION PRO- doesn’t require me to dig in my emergency VIDERS. bag and pull out a safety pin, scissors, a stain pen, a lint roller, hairspray, deodorant, a brea- Fax a schedule and address for both pickups th mint, a tampon, a blemish concealer, pain at the airport on the wedding day and other reliever or any other number of emergency weekend events. kit items. Although it’s not the most fun, planning trans- While I know I have got my brides covered at portation to and from your resort is incredibly each event, don’t assume your photographer important. You don’t want to be stranded in or coordinator will be as well prepared! Take a foreign destination with no ride. Don’t as- the time to pack some essential emergency sume Uber works everywhere! Instead, ar- kit items and have them handy on your big range transportation logistics through your day. travel agent or with the hotel directly to avoid 24 stress and confusion. This is the best way to Have final beauty treatments. stay safe and relaxed! Schedule anything that you won’t be ha- PUT TOGETHER AN EMERGENCY WED- ving done at your destination, including biki- DING DAY TROUBLESHOOTING KIT. ni waxing and eyebrow grooming (wait and have your manicure and pedicure closer to Include any and every item you can dream the big event, if possible.) up that might serve to divert disaster on your wedding day. As a wedding photographer, Pack up your dress. I personally travel with one monster of an emergency kit to every event I attend, and it Make sure you have all the key elements never ceases to amaze me how ill prepared (accessories, undergarments, etc.) for your people (and even wedding vendors, like we- rehearsal dinner and wedding day outfits and dding planners!) can sometimes be. It is an be sure to let your airline or hotel know which extremely rare event if I shoot a wedding that bag is the dress bag! ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING PLANNING get ready to go arrival 2-3 DAYS Meet with your coordinators and any vendors. Meet with your photographer and coordina- tor and tour the area of your ceremony and reception locations and make any last mi- nute adjustments to plans. Also go over any last minute details and reconfirm timelines in person. 25 Have a final tasting of the wedding meal and Get in touch with your family and re as early as possible. If you haven’t already, cake with the caterer and if you haven’t done guests. now is the time to determine the separate lo- so already, so you can request any last mi- cations of where bride, groom and attendan- nute adjustments if necessary. Touch bases Distribute wedding day directions, schedu- ts will dress for the wedding. with your officiant and confirm the rehearsal les, and contact lists to all parents, attendan- details and wedding day schedule. ts, and vendors as you meet with them. Be Organize your final payments. sure to confirm all the details for any special If possible, have a hair and makeup trial. Even events such as the bridesmaid lunch, welco- Decide which vendors you are going to tip, if you had a trial on an earlier visit, it’s a good me party, rehearsal dinner, and morning af- and how much (10-15% is standard.) Put fi- idea to try it out with your veil and other ac- ter brunch. nal balances and cash tips for your vendors cessories. in marked envelopes and give them to your Get dresses steamed, if needed and planner or a male attendant (since guys tend Also check in with hotels and make sure work out getting ready locations. to have pockets, it’s easier for them to safely they’re ready to greet your guests and distri- hold the envelopes) to distribute on the bute the welcome bags. Unpack and freshen up all wedding day atti- wedding day. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE arrival Get a manicure, pedicure, massage, etc. THE DAY Pamper yourself after all your hard work planning! This is also a func- tional activity to do as a bridal party – bonding time, destressing time, BEFORE pampering time, and polishing up for photos time all rolled into one! Apply sunscreen. YOUR We’re serious, you don’t want to get an ugly burn or weird tan lines that will be memorialized forever in the wedding photos! WEDDING Make key announcements. At the end of the welcome or rehearsal dinner, when you have all of 26 your family and friends gathered in one location, have the wedding planner or best man make key announcements, such as reiterating what time everybody needs to assemble the next day. It’s go time! Have a bride and groom pre-wedding breakfast. Go to bed early. This may be the last time you have a moment alone, particularly if you plan to sleep in separate rooms on the night before the wed- You’ll want to look refreshed and feel rejuvenated for your big day! ding. Throw your attendant outing. CONGRATULATIONS! IT’S TIME Thank everyone before the other guests arrive with a special sail- TO GET MARRIED! boat ride, golf game, easy hike or stroll through nature, or a croquet match. ADVENTURE AND DESTINATION WEDDING GUIDE the day I I HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE TO CONNECT WITH YOUR DREAM VENDORS The internet and bridal magazines are filled to the brim with “Things to Ask Your Wedding Vendors” and “Top Questions to Ask”. While these are generally useful, I’m going to tell it to you straight: The wedding industry is a tough nut to crack and chances are, if you are talking to an established wedding vendor who has been in business for more than a couple years, chances are VERY high that they are good at what they do. The sucky vendors simply do not last long in this particular line of work. So, if you have approached a vendor based off of their past work (which should speak for itself) and their established reputation, then just jump right into the REAL questions which will help you decide if they are the right vendor for YOUR wedding. Do they see, understand, and care about your dreams and plans? Are they capable of helping craft your unique wedding vision? For instance, if you are dreaming up your mountaintop, cliffside vows – make sure you ask each and every vendor about their comfort with heights. Is your photographer cool about shooting in the snow / rain / full sun? Is your officiant okay with hiking the 14 miles to your secluded woodland ceremony? Your florist gonna be chill setting up the centerpieces on your boat reception wi- thout getting seasick? These are extreme examples, sure, but you get the idea. 27 Stop thinking in terms of, “Can this person provide wedding services”, because, DUH, if you’re talking to an established and sea- soned pro then they very likely can, and instead start thinking in terms of, “Is this the best person to join my unique creative team to make my wedding vision leap out of my mind and into my reality?” If you take anything from this wedding planning guide, it is this: PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE don’t be afraid to ask specific questions regarding HOW your vendors – and especially how your wedding photographer - can assist you in building, refining or employing your wedding day vision. Then make an honest assessment. Does your potential vendor WANT to hear your inspiration notes and see your vision and Pinterest boards to get a better grasp of your wedding theme and feel? Try to determine as best you can: Is this vendor wanting to work with you because it’s a decent job for them, or because they are on fire about supporting you? If you feel the burning in their belly, and they have the expertise, the rest is easy. So happy planning adventurous couple! I want you to know that I have absolute confidence in you to dream up, pursue and achieve the wedding of your dreams! WWW.GINGIFREEMANPHOTOGRAPHY.COM HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE TO CONNECT WITH YOUR DREAM VENDORS If this Wedding Planning Workbook has been helpful for you, please head on over to the World Wide Wed – Brides and Newlyweds Facebook group at: www.facebook.com/groups/worldwidewed/ and let us know, or drop me a line personally at 28 hello@gingifreemanphotography.com And, of course, if you are down for adventure driven wedding photographers who travel all over the world for weddings, HIT US UP! Head over to www.gingifreemanphotography.com to schedule your complimentar y wedding and vision planning meeting to discuss your photography needs and unique vision. WWW.GINGIFREEMANPHOTOGRAPHY.COM HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE TO CONNECT WITH YOUR DREAM VENDORS I I ABOUT GINGI FREEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY Hi there! I am Gingi Freeman, the owner of Gingi Freeman Wedding Photography. My husband Jonathan and I capture documentary style destination and adventure wed- ding photography worldwide. Through our blog and digital tools, we provide actiona- ble and inspiring wedding planning tips and tricks for newly engaged couples to help them craft a wedding that truly reflects who they are. Why do we do it? Because back when we started our journey as a newly engaged ABOUT US couple, we had no clue how to make it all come together in a seamless, stress free and organized way. Jonathan and I had the unique perspective of planning our wedding while we were simultaneously planning our own wedding photography business, so we have been 29 on both sides of the wedding aisle, so to speak. We’ve been yanked around by wed- ding vendors that pulled us in with low prices and then slammed us with hidden fees once we got set up with a face to face pressure sale. We’ve driven hundreds of miles to venues that looked nothing like their online portfolios. Seriously. Wedding planning woes? We saw it all. The biggest wedding planning hurdle we faced came in the final stages of wedding planning. After saving the funds for our wedding (with a total $ that just kept climbing and climbing at an alarming and unexpected rate), and putting down deposits on all of our major vendors.. we had a series of major unfortunate life events – from cars being totaled, pets dying (with major vet bills), and Jonathan losing his job due to the car loss, (basically our main source of income at the time) - that it resulted in our ha- ving to cancel our wedding. WWW.GINGIFREEMANPHOTOGRAPHY.COM ABOUT GINGI FREEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY I I ABOUT GINGI FREEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY We initially tried to reschedule the date, but nope. Not a single one of our vendors would budge. Not even our photographer, who would not even offer us a stylized we- dding portrait session after placing a $1000+ deposit. (Thank you, San Diego based photographer who has since gone out of business, for teaching me how NOT to treat our couples when I scaled my own photography business.) We eventually decided to run off to our favorite vacation spot and share vows in a small ABOUT US and intimate destination wedding ceremony among the Spanish moss and glowing lamp posts of Jackson Square Park in New Orleans, Louisiana. It ended up being the best wedding I could have imagined, far surpassing my original plans which, in hindsi- ght, were nothing more than our going through the motions and jumping through the hoops of what we thought a wedding was “supposed” to be. 30 Our destination wedding has been the most memorable and absolutely US thing that could have happened for us. It shaped us as a couple, it shaped us as wedding photographers and it truly opened our eyes to what can happen when you let go of the constraints of the mainstream and forge ahead to DO YOUR OWN THING and FOLLOW YOUR OWN VISION that is unique to YOU AS A COUPLE!! It was an expensive lesson, but one I am so glad to have learned. When you are planning the biggest party of your entire life, it is important for the wedding to reflect you and your future spouse, social expectations be damned. Get married under that waterfall, fill every oak tree with those twinkle lights, jump out of that plane, elope at your favorite taco bar on the beach, whatever it is that speaks to your soul, lights you up and defines you as a couple – DO IT. You won’t be sorry you did, I promise. WWW.GINGIFREEMANPHOTOGRAPHY.COM ABOUT GINGI FREEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY If you have any questions, comments, want to inquire about wedding photography or just want to say hi, hit me up at: h e l l o @ g i n g i f r e e m a n p h o t o g r a p h y. c o m WE would be happy to chat! Cheers to you, and happy planning! G i n g i a n d J o n a t h a n Fr e e m a n 31 WWW.GINGIFREEMANPHOTOGRAPHY.COM ABOUT GINGI FREEMAN PHOTOGRAPHY 
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